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Abstract. Laminated glass panels with point fixing restraints are widely 
used in buildings. Although significant progress has been reached within its 
production and installation, a lack of standardization, and particularly, their 
actual load-bearing capacity and performance under seismic events is not 
well addressed, and is largely affected by the connection detailing and 
typology. The present research study explores the seismic performance of 
single laminated glass panels with various point fixing solutions. The 
characterization involves experimental set ups and numerical models.  

1 Introduction  
Glass facade industry has experienced an exponential growth since its first applications in 
late 60’s [1]. Point fixed glass systems and particularly bonded connections, have been used 
to fulfil the requirements of transparency and challenging structures, and a variety of 
applications have been already constructed such as stairs, canopies, roofs, to complex facade 
systems of tall buildings and open spaces, art galleries, museums, among others (Figure 1 
and [2]). As opposed to its growing use in construction and the great technological 
developments reached in production and installation, structural designers still encounter a 
void in regard to standardisation and recommendations for these structures [3]. Thus, several 
glass systems have been designed with piecewise procedures, including full scale testing and 
even complex numerical modelling, to support pioneer design [4]. Particularly, the overall 
response of point fixed glass facade systems under seismic actions is not yet fully studied. 
Further, specific technical regulations are still missing. Some structural design standards, for 
example, would classify glass facades as merely secondary elements, disregarding the lateral 
load transfer from the main building, and therefore assuming no response from different 
facade systems to certain dynamic loads. This is a fundamental topic, given that although 
glass is surprisingly deformable and able to accommodate significant displacements, it is 
critically susceptible to harsh contact, which may occur during a seismic event at the panel 
contour (in supported panels), or at the connectors (in point supported facades). The final aim 
of this study is hence to develop design guidelines and retrofitting reports for pointed fixed 
glass facade systems when subjected to seismic loads. 
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  (a)   (b) 
Fig. 1. Examples of facades: (a) cabled curtain wall at Chongqing Airport T3, China (Architectural 
concept: ADPI and Chengdu Institute of Architecture, 2017); (b) pointed fixed system. 

2 Reported Damage to Glass Facades in Past Earthquakes  

After the San Fernando earthquake in 1971 (California), where several buildings were 
reported with glass damage [5], it became clear that damage of non-structural components 
can be very costly but also can pose real threat to life safety. Several strong earthquakes 
reported since 1994’s Northridge event have shown damage on medium high buildings (8-
12 stories) mostly due to structural irregularities. Important non-structural damage was 
observed on in-fill walls (with masonry facades severely damaged), but window glass falling 
was the second most serious damage well documented [6-12], see Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Percentage of facade damage in buildings per major seismic events. 
 

An important correlation between the inter-storey drift and the glass damage was reported on 
several post-earthquake damage assessments [8]. Flexible glass facade systems enclosed by 
metal curtain walls and mullions presented less damage in past seismic events [12], mainly 
due to the high deformability of silicon allowing for a better accommodation of drift demand 
during ground shaking. Furthermore, glass damage consistently increases with larger window 
areas and irregular plan configurations [13].  

2.1 Code Provisions for In-Plane Drift Demands  

For the design of buildings under seismic events, most of the current design code provisions 
include specifications for Inter-story Drift Ratios (IDRs) limits under lateral loads. Generally, 
those limits are specified according to the building typology and features. No straight 
specifications indeed exist for glass facades. For both primary or secondary glass elements, 
rigid resistance and deformation requirements are generally recommended [4]. Current 
practice specifies to develop experimental set-ups for non-typical configurations. Regarding 
curtain walls, a standard test protocol is provided in (AAMA 501.6 [14]) for the 
determination of the seismic drift causing glass fallout. 
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3 Bolted and Bonded Point Fixings 

3.1 Selected Fixings 

The present project involves experimental, numerical and analytical verifications that are 
conducted first on single point fixed laminated glass (LG) panels to address the response 
under dynamic and/or cyclic loads. Different types of connections re used, such as embedded, 
countersunk and very promising bonded point fixations are considered. Among others, 
enhanced countersunk fixings (Figure 3(a)) allow to transfer out of plane and in plane loads 
directly through the bolt and glass interface. Alternatives are represented by embedded bolts 
(Figure 3(b)), that reduce the concentration of stresses around the boreholes, and adhesive 
connections (Figure 3(c)), that avoid the throwbacks of drilling the glass, because the glass 
is directly bonded to the metal connector. 

     
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 3. Different types of point fixed connectors for glass panels: (a) countersunk; (b) embedded 
bolts and (c) bonded articulated stainless steel bolts. 

 

At the first stage of this study, LG panels are subjected to uniform distributed load, simulating 
wind pressure (Figure 4). Later on, the panels will be subjected to cyclic load and finally the 
overall behaviour of a full-scale facade systems will be assessed under lateral loads. 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Set-up for a single LG panel with point fixings at the corners and subjected to uniform 
distributed load: experimental analysis and numerical modelling. 

3.2 Cyclic Load Pattern 

The determination of the amount of lateral load on a facade and/or a single panel is a very 
sensitive topic, since there are several parameters involved. The lack of standard load 
protocols for these systems on one side, and the variability of degree for the load transfer 
from the primary building to the facade makes the issue complex. Major influencing 
parameters are secondary supports, connections on top and bottom of the facade, structural 
system, seismic performance of the building, and most importantly the local seismicity.  
The influence of the primary structure for the facade systems is the main interest of the 
current research. More in detail, the study of a mid-heigh building, subjected to seismic load 
and its design according to current standards for buildings (as in Figure 5) is the basis to 
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obtain the input parameters in terms of maximum lateral displacements for both the 
perpendicular directions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 5. Transfer of lateral loads form building to a section of a glass facade system: (a) assessment 
of lateral displacements for a concrete building; and detail of facade under (b) in-plane lateral or 
(c) out-of-plane displacements. 

3.3 Results 

Square LG panels (1500×1500 mm, 6 mm + 10 mm the thickness) with fixations as in Figure 
3 (placed 80 mm from each corner) were experimentally investigated. In addition to different 
fixings, LG sections were tested with both PVB and EVA interlayers, and subjected to 
uniform distributed loads (up to 8 kPa). Numerical models for the same LG panels are 
currently investigated using ABAQUS (Figure 6), based on full solid elements (C3D8R). 
Linear elastic material properties are assigned to glass, interlayers and steel, while different 
hyperplastic laws are used for the silicone bonded solution. The preliminary results show 
high variability on the properties of interlayer for different load rates, that might be attributed 
to the laboratory temperature conditions on storage for the laminates. Further, the sensitivity 
of different hyperelastic parameters is addressed towards experimental measurements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Numerical analysis of LG panel with two types of fixations. In evidence, the stress peaks at the 
restraints. 

4 Conclusions 
Besides largely used in buildings, glass structures and facades still represent a challenging 
task for designers. In most of the cases, no specific design recommendations are given by 
regulations and codes, or even testing protocols, with major issues for designers. The current 
study explores the seismic performance of laminated glass panels with different types of point 
fixing restraints.  

Bonded Bolt Fixings 
 

 Embedded Bolt Fixings 
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